
Countless millions of miles from Earth is the 
galaxy of Yarna, and in that galaxy is the 
planet Elekton. And the greatest force on 
Elekton is The Trigan Empire. 

The TRIGAN EMPIRE 
were dipping 

Crewing the atmosphere craft were three staunch 
friends and comrades . . . Janno, Keren and Roffa . . . 

The twin suns of Elekton It’s a Trigan 
towards the horizon, as a craft of the Trigan navy ship... 
air fleet streaked high over the ocean on a ug : that’s strange 
what was a routine patrol. “gale a f=. » Mee ... very strange! 

I > Fi —, 

Surface craft ahead! 

a A sa ss a a ae ry 

j It’s stopped in the water {&% | : 
«j -.. and I see no sign s: Lal re ‘ : iS S¢) What’s the 

4 of life on the decks! i Se mene Sioa \ aN matter, Roffa? 
A OE A A Ph eH 

Janno brought the craft down to water level, and 
they skimmed low over the ship’s deserted decks. 

Why would one of our 
ships be wallowing 
here, right in the middle 
of the ocean? 

The atmosphere craft splashed down 
alongside the ship, and Roffa 
clambered on to the deck. 

ohis cry | I don’t like the look of it |= 
gee] ...stay here... 7m 
SF) going to make a search! 

There was no answer t 

shot if you run 
into any trouble! 



Roffa disappeared from their sight round the side of the 
superstructure . . . a long time went by . . . and presently .. . 

Janno was also aware of a strange atmosphere of evil 
aboard the silent ship. Pistol in hand, he kicked open a In the control department, he found the 

j door and entered the crews’ compartment . . . ship’s log . . . with the Captain’s report 
I'm going ; ay we — ; written there . . . 

after him! 
oe 

Take care, Janno... 
there’s something 
sinister going on here 

. | can sense it! 

There should be around 
fifty men aboard this ~ 
ship . . Where are 
they now? 

It says .. . “Have sighted a strange shape fee 
in the water ahead, and am going to 
investigate. It may bea...” and then 
it breaks off abruptly! 

. a The atmosphere 
Janno rushed out on deck . . .. and ‘| craft was... empty! 

4 came to a sudden, startled halt! 

Keren! .. . Keren, 
where are you? 

A shout 
for help! 

Almost for the first time in his life, Janno knew 
the meaning of blind panic . . . as he stood there 
on the deck of that ill-fated ship, in the light of 
the dying suns... 

The young Trigan’s instinct was 
right. He was being watched . . . 

What’s going on here? 
Answer me!... I know 

ou’re watching me... 
Show yourself! 

. A single eye eatehet him thoi: the dark sea! 
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crew. They descend to investigate, and soon 
Janno finds himself alone on the ship... 

While patrolling over the ocean in an 
atmosphere craft, Janno, Keren and Roffa 
sight a ship of the Trigan Navy which 
appears to have been abandoned by its 

Suddenly, Janno turned to see a whip-like ae sen decane: = oe ...and dragged headlong into : ; : : — grip... f : 
thing lashing towards him from out of the Z — : we the chill waters of the ocean! 
dark sea! ; 

Sema 
Be 

AAAAAAAH! 

| Trigan opened his eyes. A group of figures 
loomed over him, and all around was the hum 
of powerful engines. 

hap oy 

Deeper and deeper, with the blood pounding in his head . . . 
and just before unconsciousness overwhelmed him, he saw a 
strange shape in the depths! 

Sa AGERE, BE 

He isthe last man } 

from the atmosphere Ps} him in with 
craft, captain. 4 the others! 

Janno was dragged roughly to his feet. fem What of the ship 
wae and the atmosphere 

A craft, captain? 
Set course for 
the island! 



When Janno had fully recovered his senses, he 
found himself in a vast compartment packed with 
men, amongst them his comrades Keren and Roffa. 

A thing like a cranca rename: 
whiplash came ae | The crew of the 
at me from out fq , "© SAMe ship are prisoners 
of the sea! do gaa too... every man! 

Moments later, two lurid streak 
arose from the depths of the 

: sel @ ocean... and plunged down! : 
iia . . — ; - ae _ It surfaced near a group of islands whose 

: ~ towering peaks were lost in clouds. 
The captain of the Trigan ship was able to 
explain the mystery of his < : 
xplain the mystery of his abandoned vessel . . The answer to Janno’s question lay far ahead! 

Lai ite ; For many days and nights, the strange under- 
We sighted the shape of the underwater water craft sped through the uncharted depths 
craft ahead, and I turned to approach | of the oceans . . . to the other side of the planet it... Next, a cloud of gas descended Elekion 
upon us... 1 remember choking for 
breath .. . and then oblivion! 

But... why have we been 
captured? ... and where 
are they taking us? 

Watchers from the highest point of the 
building saw the approaching craft... 

Inform the Master 
that the underwater 
craft has returned! 

= 

The strange craft headed towards an 
island in the centre of the group... 
an island with a fantastic building 
crowning the steep slopes of its 
wooded cliffs. nes 

a, 
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Together with the crew of a Trigan warship 
Janno and his comrades Keren and Roffa 
have been captured by a strange under- 
water craft, which takes them to a lonely 
island on the other side of the planet 
Elekton 

The underwater craft came to rest at the ’ 

sab cyt rial ria abliorert tog ey 3 3 L € f 2 | | They were led into the building . . . into a vast hall 
island i and the captives were yy ® eg : dominated by a huge astronomical telescope .. . 
herded ashore . . . ee 

wa Lim. 

Trigans ... 
Sd our master 

awaits you! 

We have returned, 
master .. . with all 

A pair of ancient eyes 
turned to regard the 
captives... 

Janno was the first to put his 
eye to the great telescope . . . 

Pm 

My nam Aaaaah! ... and a fine body of men e is Thulla, and I am the greatest 
indeed . . . men fit to conquer, and to earn scientist our planet has ever known. a I see the EZ themselves glory and riches beyond all Before | explain why I have had you / moon Bolus! Yes!... Regard it well imagination! brought here, I would ask each and vei : NS ; friend! 

every one of you to look through this at — Ys a boa tia ma 
telescope, and gaze upon what you see 

My men have brought you here 
One by one, the captive for one reason, and it is 
Trigans filed forward this... J need your help to 
to look into the invade and conquer Bolus! 
telescope ... and then... 

Away across the void of 
space, the larger of 
Elekton’s moons... Bolus... 

36 



So fantastic and far-fetched was this J “il SM Thulla continued ... 
statement that the Trigans scoffed . . . In answer to Janno’s question, the old man indicated 

the armed guards who surrounded them .. . 
Ridiculous! . . . Bolus is far 
beyond the range of any craft 
on Elekton! 

I believe that Bolus is inhabited, 
and that its vast wealth of mineral 
resources will only be obtained 
after much hard fighting. . . 
which is why I need you! Come 
with me... and I will make every 
one of you rich beyond your 
wildest dreams! 

You must have taken leave of 
your senses, old fellow... no 
one has ever penetrated 
beyond the atmosphere of our F ... and you will travel 
planet! ; in it! 

cx | All who refuse / 
S will die! I f 

will give you 
a few moments y 
to make up 
your minds! - j Janno had a brief council-of-war with his comrades 

. .. but their decision was never in doubt . . . 

You will not regret it, my 
friends! . . . | promise you 
that each man will return 
with enough riches to buy 
the Trigan Empire! 

We will accompany you 
to the moon Bolus! 

of my men... [ intend 
to agree to this old 
madman’s plan! 

nothing else 
for it... 

Yh 
Later that day, Thulla entered a huge chamber in | 
his strange palace and gazed upon a towering = 
cylinder of gleaming metal which stood there... L 

ROMAN 

Heh! .. . those Trigans 
think that they were 
listening to the ravings of 
a foolish old man, but 
before many days have 
passed, we shall all be 
streaking through space 

AS in my wonder craft! 

a. And what of the Trigans?.. . 
will you keep faith with them, 
master ? 

Y 
fj 

— A, aw 

Of course not! . . . we shall 
return with the riches of Bolus 
... and leave them behind on 

q that inhospitable moon! 
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Janno and his comrades have been captured and 
taken to a lonely island on the other side of the 
planet Elekton, where they meet an old scientist 
name Thulla, who demands their help for his 
conquest of the moon Bolus. Thinking the old 
man to have taken leave of his senses, the 
Trigans agree... 

Janno, Keren and Roffa exchanged glances . . 

The following day, the captive 
Trigans were shown the 
towering cylinder of metal. 
They stared in awe, as 
Thulla’s voice dinned in their 

It seems that 
Thulla is not the 
doddering old fool 
we took him to be! 

Behold! . . . in this craft 
we shall travel through 

k| space to Bolus, and 
| win unimaginable 
F} riches! 

/ 

It certainly 
looks as if Y 
it could! 

\ BR 
Perhaps . . . perhaps that craft 
could penetrate beyond our 
atmosphere and reach Bolus. . . 

Later, with the start of the 
fantastic journey set for two 
days ahead, the three 

friends held a council-of-war If that thing is really going to take 
in the rich chamber they had us to Bolus, we really must get a 
been given... message back to Trigan! 

a) : Don’t forget that 
=) —s Thulla’s guards watch 

- our every move! 

Two days later, guards came carrying 
strange trappings and equipmeni. Placing the message in a bottle, 

he tossed it out of the window a 
... it fell, tumbling over and Vide 
over, to the Bay far below. 

Put these on, and remember that your 
guns will not be loaded . . . until we 
reach Bolus! : 

An idea came to Janno. He wrote a complete report of everything that had 
happened, and addressed it to the Emperor Trigo himself. . . 

| What a forlorn hope that is! ' 

+ 

4 Do you havea 
better idea? 

There is a way...a 
million-to-one chance 
... but the only chance 
of our people knowing 
what has happened 

Soon, Janno, Keren and Roffa were filing into the vast hull 
of the outer-space craft with the rest of the Trigans .. . 



The Trigans took their places inside 
the huge passenger compartment. 

SB 

Janno, Keren and Roffa 
took care to see that they 
remained close together. 
And in the nerve-searing 
moments that followed, 

: one thought was in all 
Rad i their minds... 

bunk and strap himself 
down in readiness for 
the take-off! 

| And then ith edt... eee A \ Out into the airless waste . . . till 
= ihenaiapie Slate . 3 their mother planet Elekton was a 

luminous globe behind them. 
with a roar of sound and fury 

_ that shook the secret island, 
 Thulla’s mighty craft rose 

_ skyward on a great tail of 
_ white-hot flame! 

cei 

So it was that Janno’s message was picked up by 
The superstitious fishermen turned these simple, ignorant men who could not read 

their craft homeward .. . they had not : A 
ie ’ : { | It’s not of any value . . . just 

gone far before they sighted something _ : : 
words written on a piece of 

in the water ahead... 

The craft’s departure 
did not go unseen... 
the crew of a fishing 
boat far from their 

© home waters saw it Ala a ; Ae m\ tag) Throw it back!... 
leave. oH Ae j Nee Lean f anything we take from 
— e : these accursed waters can 

Look!... & 
over there! 

> 4 only bring us evil luck! 

Aaaaah!...itisa 
demon of the sky? 

“a 

I said we should never 
have come here ... . these 
waters are accursed! 
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Janno and his Trigan comrades have been forced 
to join the old scientist, Thulla, on a fantastic 
journey of conquest to the moon, Bolus. Before 
leaving, Janno was able to write a message to the 
Emperor Trigo, and throw it into the sea in the 
forlorn hope that it would somehow reach the 
Emperor. In the event, it was found by super- 
stitious fishermen... 

= 

Wh ‘ ‘ So the fateful message in 
en) We, TS aie sd the bottle was put to one 

DOME We Can) SEM SE as side, amongst the fish they 
a souvenir . . . we'll } 
spin a good story .. . ae saeait. 
say that we found it 
in the lair of a sea 
demon. ge 

The fate of Janno’s 
i message lay in the 

| balance... and then... 

tI still say it’s 
accursed . . . like |Jgss 

Sr Pee a , | everything in the |» 
. don’t throw it == ia wats : ' 

A| back into the sea! : oe ’ Ae pen sind — 

‘Selassie cm Leal In the vast hull, Janno and his 

and the Moon, Bolus, - a : ' comrades lay in their bunks .. . 

Thulla’s strange craft Zz oa , ~— 'e , . 

journeyed on... : : p p es 
co 

I hope Thulla is in full | 
control of this craft . . . 
it would be unpleasant | 
to be dashed to pieces 
on the surface of Bolus! 

a 

And then. . . it happened! 
The million-to-one 

\ disaster that not even 
Thulla could have pre- 

4 vented... 

| Thulla was certainly in control of his craft. Even at that moment 
| the great scientist was gazing down at Bolus in triumph. 

All goes well 
already we are enter- 
ing the field of the 

=| Moon’s gravity! 



Janno and his comrades | 
felt the death blow of the 
countless red hot particles, 

' and were hurled headlong! 
sare — 

Out of control, the doomed 
craft toppled over and over 
... falling... falling... in 
the-grip of Bolus’s gravity! 

C os 

In the turmoil of the control compartment, Thulla’s voice was 
raised in a frenzied scream! 

Operate the emergency 
landing gear! . . . quickly! 
... quickly, you fools! 

Thulla’s order was obeyed 
. . - moments later, the 
craft’s headlong fall was 
checked . . . and it swayed 
slowly down towards the 
surface of the Moon. 

Later . . . the survivors crawled out of the wreckage | The old scientist pointed | 
and looked about them in awe and fear at the ... to their mother Planet. 
inhospitable landscape. ; 

\ Ly N 

It descended slowly . . . yet 
with enough force to smash 
itself to ruin against a 
towering cliff wall! 

Behold Elekton! . . . look 
upon it well! .. . that is how 
we shall see it for the rest of 
our lives! 

We've done it! . . . we’ve 
reached Bolus... and 

ime 
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Janno and his comrades have been forced to join the 
old scientist Thulla on a fantastic journey of con- 
quest to the moon, Bolus, but their craft was dam- 
aged during the flight, and now they are stranded on 
the inhospitable moon for the rest of their lives .. .! 

Unlike the other survivors, the | Thulla’s grim-faced guards fetched The idea of having those brutes 

thought of being stranded on Bolus ammunition from the wreckage of the space fe for ecaimae fills me with 

seemed to fill Thulla with fiendish craft and gave it to Janno and his comrades. despair! Motos, Jamo! 

delight . . . he called to his i eniieeneeeaeieeaa ae a aa 
omnia ey f = 4 "§ no choice... 

make it our home! .. . issue 
7 the Trigans with ammunition! 

ge ... we are all 
7 AeS comrades in adversi 

Ps : now, and we must 
fight together, or 

Some time later, the party set off to explore the maze of 
mountains and valleys. They had not gone far before a green 
mist began to descend from the craggy peaks... 

| The mist is coming ] 
down on us! 

| 
: 

| 
| 

| 
The two friends clung to each other for £ aes 

mutual support . . . and then... it happened! © | |. It came for them out of the all-concealing 
4 mist, its fearsome tentacles groping .. . 

| groping... Ln 

aay 

Aaaaaah!... 
By the stars! 
... What is it? 



ma And then .. . the gallant young Trigan was snatched 
Somehow, Janno found the will to fire his weapon . . . but the up in a grip from which there was no escaping . . . 
disintegrating shells had no effect upon their monstrous attacker! — a —_ 

Later... much later... Keren’s mind swam out of 
unconsciousness. The green mist had cleared. He sat 
up and gazed about him in blinding sunlight . . . 

At the sight of his friend’s 
fate, Keren’s nerve 
cracked. Turning, he fled 
in panic . . . stumbled . . . 
and fell heavily . . . 

Where. . _ where are L.) 
the others? 

Frantically he called 
oy their names... but 

Alone! ...P?’m 
alone on this} 
accursed moon! 

Bs. A ciaalivies shadow ‘uichied ok dice sunlight! 
2g sagem nate 
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Janno, Keren and their comrades are stranded 
on the moon, Bolus, after being forced to join the 
sinisterscientist, Thulla, on ajourney of conquest. 
Janno has already fallen victim to a terrifying 
monster, and now Keren is threatened .. . 

. . ag Then he was in darkness 

Keren tried to will . and falling .. . falling. . . 
himself to escape . . . up ina 

monstrous 

fii Siok os, ae 

Keren sat up and looked about 
him. He and Janno were in 
surroundings of great peace 
and beauty... 

ai Sees 

don’t know. 
ve only just 

awakened myself. “i 
“ , . where fi 

After what seemed an 
eternity, he recovered 
consciousness to ig, 1 
hear a familiar 7 
voice calling his 97 
name .. . opening (aay 
his eyes, he 
focussed on the 

face of his 
friend . 

As if in answer to Janno’s remark, three men appeared, 
and spoke in a language they had never heard. 

Fre 01 no 3.x a 

* 
But... I was devoured by a 
monstrous creature . . . and 
so were you! 

es... and like you, I lost 
consciousness and 
awakened in this courtyard. 
And I still haven’t seen a 
living person here... . 



Still speaking in the strange tongue, the man who appeared to be in authority Bo aay Suddenly, to their amazenent, the man’s speech 
motioned his companions te fix strange appliances round the necks of the two taened into perfect Trigan! , 
Trigans.. . : 

, | AlZ=S AO I-IG0X6O |} Wy e 1 | : = J8SN AIGEII 
Z . _ ... Of, in other 

Bolus! 

& et ep ee ail | ald Mi words, welcome 
ae 4 a Re Vo iS to the moon 

M doing tous? ,age \ 
| You are wearing language 
converters which take my 
words and translate them 
into the native tongue of the 
wearer. Similarly, when you 
speak to me in Trigan, I 

We'll find out soon enough 
} ...don’t resist . . . they 
don’t seem to be hostile. 

a 

Before the two youths could reply, the 
golden-haired man motioned them towar ds 
an archway in the wall. 

2 

I think I can 

anticipate your 
first question 
come and look 
out of here, and 
you will be 
answered ! 

| But... they’re not living things | 
| at all... they're robots! i 

& Their strange hosts seemed amused at the lads’ astonishment. 
Food was brought, and they were politely bidden to eat . . . 

While you satisfy your hunger, I will 
explain everything to you... for 
we on the moon Bolus are very 
| reasonable and humane people. . . 

# But... after the explanations... 
| regret that you will have to die! 

2 —- Ziad 
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Janno and Keren are captives of the 
strange inhabitants of the Moon 
Bolus, and in great peril... 

The golden haired-man pointed to the familiar | ea i Janno and Keren listened 
globe that dominated the sky above. ; om in awe to his words . . . 

tan Re a Soe ee 

Behold! . . . your mother planet | 
... The Hated Elekton! 

dy 

Can you imagine the terror 
that Elekton has brought into 
the hearts of countless gener- 
ations of our people? . . . (%@ |... we do not even know how to fight. But we 
From time immemorial we | knew you Elektons would come, so we built | 
have known that you would | stout walls round our cities, and constructed | 
one day invade us! 1 | the robot monsters to do our fighting for us. | 

Ta 

He led them to the great square of the city where 
the robot monsters stood . . . and they halted by a 
gaping hole in the ground. 

} That dark abyss leads to the very 
centre of the Moon Bolus... You will 
now cast yourselves down! 

| ie 
Now you have heard every- 4 
thing and . . . though I bear 
f you no personal hatred 
; ie! ith i © : 

[ valor SEN ee 5 SO | oP ae They threw themselves flat, as the very 
—— _ F * | | air seemed to explode all round them. 

At this terrifying order, Janno and Keren exchanged 
alarmed glances... and then... it happened! ... Whooomph! 

There can only be one 
explanation . . . our com- 
rades have arrived! 



pear reece 

There was no one to oppose the small, strongly- 
True enough . . . the Elekton invaders had located the city, armed force... they awatiaed over the walls 
and were at that moment charging the walls . . . urged on by 
the fanatical voice of Thulla. 

Attack! ... Attack and destroy! 
... Beyond those walls lie 
riches that defy imagination! 

7 

The fearsome robot monsters . . . upon which the people of Bolus 
had staked their safety ... were never brought into action. 

We've got to stop the massacre 
of these helpless people! 

Take no prisoners! . 
every living thing! 

Raising himself to his feet, the gallant young 
Trigan called out to the advancing invaders .. . 

And then . . . he himself 
was struck down! 

Stop firing! . . . These people won’t fight 
back! . . . The city’s yours for the taking .. . 

Next week: The Treasure of Bolus. 37 



Led by the fanatical old scientist, Thulla, a 
small force from the planet Elekton has 
invaded the Moon Bolus, and the peace- 
loving inhabitants are helpless against 
them... 

UCU a ica ee 

While the victorious Elektons swept past through the battle smoke, 
Keren crouched by his stricken friend . . . 

: arage en Janno! .. . thank the 
Stars, he still lives! 

The golden-haired people of the city had made no attempt to resist the 
attackers . . . and when they had been surrounded, they fell on their 

-) knees in submission. 
CS  — oogymet — 

Shall we wipe 
them out, Thulla? 

PA 
| No. . spare 

B them... from 
| now on they will 
be our slaves! 

The Elektons explored the gia ce Thulla picked up * In the days that followed, 
city ... they came to a vast we jae a fantastically- ety) Janno was nursed back to 

~ treasure house packed with riches (ag). Fee») “), wrought coronet y “= health by his devoted comrade B The power and the 
beyond all imagining . . . a. i 4 and placed it on , Keren... A riches have turned 

oy & : } hisbrow... NTE Nei Pi old Thulla’s brain... f 
Look at it...and bs tel : a m now he believes he’s 

itsours...all | ; Me : ' . ‘ some kind of god, 
2 ra | and it’s death to even 

look at him! 

& 

Tell me what’s 
been happening. 

ug, 8 

Fon this moment, I am 
the Lord of life and death 
on the Moon Bolus! 



Through the shell-rent 
wall they could see 
their mother planet . . . 

When Janno’s wound was 
healed, Keren took him for 
a walk. They came to the 
great square...and... 

Prostrate your- 

selves! .. . the all- 
highest is about to 
appear! 

Down on your 
face! . . . quickly! 

And to think 
we must stay 
here for the 

_ | rest of our 
j lives . . . never 

to set foot on 
Elekton again! 

In a trice, every man, 
woman and child in 
that vast square lay 
face-downwards. And 
in the deathly silence 

. that followed... 
He came! 

« One man chanced to raise his head slightly, and 
Thulla saw the movement . . . his voice rose in a 
scream of fury! 

He has gazed upon the Lord of | 
Life and Death!... destroy 

The unfortunate wretch paid 
swiftly ... and dearly! 

... in the market place of 
an obscure little town on 

Meanwhile, across the void of space... 
on the planet Elekton... 

Empire, something was just 
about to happen . . . something 

es 

Aaah, Master... now 
there’s a very interesting 

~- story connected with that 
bottle . . . listen. . . 

Lib 

That curiously- 
shaped wine bottle 
interests me... how 
much? 

ie 

‘ It was the bottle containing Janno’s last message to the 
__. «= Emperor of the Trigans! 

“Next week: A threat to all life on Elekton 37 



Led by the fanatical old scientist Thulla, a small 
force from the planet Elekton has conquered the 
moon Bolus, and Thulla has proclaimed himself 
Lord of Life and Death on the moon. 

But, back on Elekton, momentous events are 

| Some days later, a stranger presented himself at the The Emperor Trigo was in his shady — with 

him was his brother, Brag. . . I tell you it’s not permitted 
for all and sundry to 
demand an immediate 
audience with the 
Emperor! 

gates of the Imperial Palace in Trigan City .. . 

re. 

And I tell you that the Emperor will ] 
have your life when he learns you 
have delayed me seeing him! 

The brothers’ grief was interrupted by the entrance —__ 
of the officer of the guard and the stranger. | 

This man claims to have 
something of great 
importance for your eyes [_| 

roe 
alone, Imperial Majesty! 

[ 
... Imperial 
Majesty! 
\ 

\o aE 
An old wine bottle? ... 
Have you taken leave of 

4 your senses, fellow? 

Li : The bottle was picked up in the forbidden 
Later that day, the brothers sea by fishermen . . . as you have seen, it was 
discussed the fantastic ] Janno’s only means of telling us that he and 
message with wise old Peric his companions have been forced to depart 

on a voyage of conquest to Bolus. I ask you, 
HW Peric .. . is that possible ? 

beginning to take shape... 

A long time had passed since Brag’s only 
son had failed to return from patrol in a 
craft of the Trigan air fleet. 

It’s no use, Brag... s : 
you must put away It’s the uncertainty . . . the thought 
your grief and accept that he may still be alive . . . hurt 
the fact that young maybe. . . and in terrible 
Janno is lost for ever! danger... 

Trigo took the message from the bottle . . . 
and one glance brought a cry of : eel aaa 
astonishment to his lips! By all the stars! 

... it’s from Janno! 

Inside the bottle is a 
message .. . a long 
report . . . addressed 
to you, Imperial 

i Majesty! 

Bay y 

Peric mused for a while ane and then. 

we ik 
It has always been theoretically 
possible, Trigo . . . but to construct 
a craft capable of reaching Bolus 
would take years of work and 
experiment... 



The Emperor’s answer was 

fanatical Thulla was addressing 
the handful of Lieutenants who 
alone were allowed to gaze upon 
the ‘‘Lord of Life and Death’... 
and live. 

You will construct such a | Meanwhile . . . across the 
craft, Peric!... and | airless waste that 
instead of years | separated the mother 
I etoe yan months! ; planet, Elekton from the 

; ' nearer of its two moons . . . 

Bolus is mine, and all who came here with me will 
live out their lives as my subjects! Make no mistake 

.. none of us will ever return to Elekton! 

x 
... L have devised a weapon of such colossal 
destructive force that we shall be able to rid ourselves 
for ever of that threat . . . here is the plan of my 
weapon... 

Next Week: The Green Beam of Destruct 

From now on, the 
inhabitants of Elekton are 
our potential enemies! 
Like the Golden-hatred 
natives of Bolus before us, 
we shall live in the constant 
threat of invasion from the 
mother planet . . . and so 

ae With it, we 
4 shall destroy all 

life on Elekton! 



Led by the fanatical old scientist, Thulla, a small 
force from the planet Elekton has conquered the 
moon Bolus. Thulla has declared himself Lord of 
Life and Death on the moon, and has sworn that 
there will never be another invasion from Elekton... 

Janno and his comrade Keren had watched the 
In the months that followed, an army of thine takine sha ith : ws. 
golden-haired slaves laboured to build a sa Mba A a ea Wom 
massive construction in the great square 
of the city. 

Some demon’s work’s afoot 
... some fiendish idea from |. <——> 
the twisted mind of Thulla! 

wae 

Always, when they questioned one of Thulla’s 
trusted, orange clad guards, they got the same 

Sere 
— a 

oe OO, 

Se PS) 

Jamapiaul Keren obeyed with the others. Save for Thulla’s trusted 
lieutenants, it was death to all who gazed upon ‘‘the lord of life and 
death”... : 

It’s being built by order of 
the all-highest! That’s all 
you need to know! 

| < Leal iA fa Vp ae, oa 
wee 

” 

4 Prostrate yourselves! .. . a The disintegr 

Later, they held a 
council-of-war ... 

Thulla’s taken leave 
of his senses! Destroy 

Fi all life on Elekton? 
=]... it’s unbelievable! wea outnumbered by 

ee Lbulla’s guards . . . 
be The rest of the 

Elektons are scarcely 
more than prisoners. 

et. 4 

{| Then we will begin the task of destroying |} 
all life on Elekton . . . so that we shall be 

4 safe for ever on this moon of mine! ...# 
Safe till eternity! 



Their beloved mother planet was glowing in the night sky as 
the intrepid pair crept silently across the city square. 

We'll blow up 
that fiendish 
device! .. . tonight! 

And then . . . a blinding light! 

Aaaaaagh! 

\ : 
Reaching the towering shape, they fastened to its ©, 
base an explosive charge which they had prepared. 

What .. . what 
was that? 

= Soe eT a aE = There was a gaping hole at one end of the square .. . 
Next instant, they were struggling in ae oo eee ae Thc then according to legend, it led to the very centre of the 

I the grasp of Thulla’s brutal guards! en coe Ma into the pit! moon. Janno and Keren were dragged towards it . . . 
eal : 

They were 
#4 attempting to 
@ blow it up! 

Treacherous animals! 
... in with them! 

NEXT WEEK: THE ORDEAL OF THE PIT 37 



Thulla’s merciless guards hurled Janno and 
Keren headlong into the yawning abyss. 

we 
And then... they struck water .. . and were 
driven deep by the force of the impact! 

ee era ae si aoa SM We 

The water sank lower to reveal a wide 
d beyond that... Daylight! 

oe 
% 

ait 
We're saved! 

Led by the fanatical old scientist Thulla, a small 
force from the planet Elekton has conquered the 
moon, Bolus. Thulla has declared himself Lord 
of Life and Death on the moon, and plans to 
destroy all life on Elekton. Janno and Keren 
have been caught in the act of trying to wreck 
the fiendish device which threatens Elekton... 

Down... down... down... 

Vik Emits nearly 46 biesting pert, er | Inthe long hours that followed,
 the level of water 

heads broke surface . . . and they looked alivetly eirieed aod canted tac indeavor aml 

| deeper down the pit, till at length. . . 

We... we're | Bee = 

still alive! : 

“ =sS. a 

1 So this pit doesn’t reach to the 
centre of the moon after all! 

A tunnel! ... perhaps 
it’s a way out! 

They clambered out on to a rocky 
, ledge, and looked about them in awe 
at the forbidding rock walls. 

It looks like an 2 By the stars! . . . it’s 
| going to be a long 
climb out of here! 

= re 



Oe [ Nia The order was passed to the crew of the disintegrator. 
io ‘ The face of the enormous disc was turned towards the 

Say; dteatis stood oat Wie \ lanet Elekton . . . And a searing ray of green light 
tabbed into the sky! 

Be 

balcony of his palace and 
looked across at the fiendish 
construction towering above 

« the city square. 

Excellent .... send ] 
the first shock 

| wave to Elekton! 

| The disintegrator f 
is ready for testing, Fy 
All-Highest! 

__ During this time, Janno and Keren 
had succeeded in climbing the dizzy |, 
- rock face, and reached a high peak ‘> 

overlooking the city at that fateful 
moment... : 

It’s begun! . . the 
destruction of all 
life on Elekton! 

',.. and there’s RR 
| nothing we can 
| do to stop it! 

NEXT WEEK: PANIC ON ELEKTON 



The fanatical old scientist Thulla has declared 
himself Lord of Life and Death on the Moon, Bolus, 
and has constructed a fiendish device with which 
pe aes to destroy all life on the mother planet 

ekton! 

: : : : In the great hall of the palace, the Emperor Trigo 
It came suddenly and without warning . . . people in the ~ a feat with his oe. The chek waive 8 

g streets of Trigan City felt the ground tremble beneath = ye a sent them sprawling to the floor amidst the ruins 
their feet .. . and a cone of lurid green light dazzled oe alae eof thes nical, 

| their eyes! 

Aaaaaah! ... What’s 
happening? .. . What’s 
happening? 

@ the stars! 
, a LOU aE 

| They clawed their way § 
iW through the debris 

and stared out of the 
window to see the 
terrifying green shape ae 

t The mark of 
the cataclysm! 

It is a cataclysm . . . somewhere Within a short while. : ee. 
out on the Plain of Vorg! green light had disappeared, 

and Trigo ordered a 
reconnaissance. The 
Emperor himself was in 
the atmosphere craft that 
sighted the great circle of 
destruction on the 
plain below. 

They landed in the blackened circle, 
and stared about them in alarm. 

Bc 0 5 

The very ground) g [ 
is burnt to ash! But what caused 

it, Peric? 

Such a cataclysm is unknown to 
natural science . . . I can only 
deduce, therefore, that it was ; 
some form of attack! Peric had no answer to the 

Emperor’s question ... but... 

If it was an attack, it 
could happen again! 

LZ 
Anatiack? | ag Then I must take 
ar DUCE ts: q: : u P aaa, J immediate steps to }J 
from where? . ape | protect my peopk! 

Lo 
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Within a short space of time, orders were flashed to the four 
corners of the sprawling empire, and whole populations began ee nape the f 
to move. Trigo himself watched the great exodus from Trigan City. ee 

metal outside the city 
walls. 

| The people must spread out as thinly as possible 
across the whole Empire so that . . . if the cataclysm 
strikes again . . . there will be fewer casualties. 

And what of the craft 
you ordered me to build 
for the journey to 
Bolus? .. . is the work 
to be abandoned? 

The Emperor shook his head. 
/ 1 gl 

Meanwhile... across the wastes of space ... it was 
night time on the moon, Bolus. Two shadowy 
figures flitted towards the high ramparts of 
Thulla’s city... 

™ No, Peric! You and your men will 
b stay here and finish the craft . . . and 

W{ / shall stay with you! 
Once again, the face of the great disc was i 

watching from a ruined turned towards the Planet Elekton ... and... | 
building across the square. ‘ % 5 one al 

They reached the top of the 
walls unseen . . . and looked 
down upon Thulla’s weapon 
of destruction. 

Look! ... They’ re going 
to operate the disinte- 
grator again! 

They’re taking no chances .. . the 
thing is lit and heavily guarded. 4 L i é enn nant 

... The second cataclysm was on its way! 

NEXT WEEK: THE ATTEMPT TO DESTROY THE DISINTEGRATOR 37 



The fanatical old scientist, Thulla has 
declared himself Lord of Life and Death on 
the Moon, Bolus, and has constructed a 
fiendish device with which he means to 
destroy all life on the mother planet Elekton! 

And so the second cataclysm ; - | By order of the Emperor, Pharus was deserted, 
| came to Elekton!.. . it struck a and its inhabitants spread far and wide for 

_ the city of Pharus, which lay oe | safety. A small group of them saw it all from a 
_ on the borders of the Trigan distant hillcrest . . . 

Empire. The vast cone of green AaaaaaH! 
light descended on the city .. . 4 ... look! 

| They saw their city disappear in a great S & s Across the void of airless All-Highest! 7 ie a c ghest! The tests are completed . . . the 
circle of blackened ash! ie ae : space, on the Moon Bolus, | frst and second shock waves reached Elekton, 
ae js Thulla received the reports 4 where they have-no doubt caused colossal 

of his lieutenants ... and | gestruction! 
rejoiced. : 

= 

| Excellent! .. . J 
N excellent! 

Death pointed .. . 
The fateful order was 
passed to the crew of 
the disintegrator, and 
again the green light 
stabbed up into the 
sky! 

Continue the shock waves day 
and night . . . till the whole 
surface of Elekton lies in ashes! Janno and Keren watched it all from 

their hiding place . . . 

Janno! .. . They’re destroying 
Elekton and everything we 
hold dear . . . we’ve got to 
stop them! 

AOE wi 

By the stars! ... 
think I know how we 
can do it! 



. . . disaster was averted 

. . . Jamno’s flying form 
brought the guard crashing 

_ to the ground! 

In a corner of the great square 
stood the two monstrous figures 
with which the golden-haired native 
inhabitants of Bolus had hoped to 
protect themselves . . . it was 
towards the abandoned robots that 
Janno and Keren crept 
cautiously . . . 

Quickly! ... I don’t 
think any of the 
other brutes 
spotted us. 

. 

Satisfying himself 
that the guard was 
stunned, Janne led 
the way up into the 
interior of the 
monster robot. 

NEXT WEEK: THE MONSTERS TURN ON TH 

But then... 

Meanwhile, the 
fiendish disintegrator 
was continuing its 

devastation ... 
work of long-range 

ae 
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The fanatical old scientist, Thulla, self-styled Lord 
of Life and Death on the moon, Bolus, has construc- 
ted a fiendish device with which he means to destroy 
all life on the mother planet Elekton. 

But two young officers of the Trigan air fleet— 
Janno and Keren—plan to destroy the device with 
a monster robot... 

The multi-armed robot hurled the yelling 
guard into the faces of his comrades. . 

Sal i 

Next, a pair of arms 
were wrapped round the 
base of Thulla’s infernal 
machine . . . a mighty 
wrench ... and the 
towering structure : 
toppled to destruction! » 

He saw the fearsome figure lumbering towards 
him... and his nerve cracked ...he ran... 

... Instants later, he 
trod empty air... and 
plunged headlong into 
the black abyss! 

Thulla saw it all from 
the balcony of his 
palace. In frenzied 
fury, he raced down 
the steps into the great 

y) square... 

can’t do this to 
e!... My beautiful 

At the sight of their leader’s doom, 
the orange-clad guards panicked! =m 

> oe, 

But there was no escape for Thulla’s brutes. Hearing the uproar, the rest of the 
Trigans came swarming out of their quarters, and turned on their captors . . . 

~~ aS i 

Now’s our chance!... 
at them, comrades! 

Escape! . take cover! . 
y fight that accursed thing! 



; Soon it was all ore, Janno Keren : 
‘ were greeted by their comrades... and 
some of the golden-haired natives of the 

Ee But —_ we fell down 
E) the pit . . 

The long months passed . . . and the 
: Trigans laboured with the golden-haired 1 gans la e golden-ha 

5 Bene ivesa ones to rebuild the city. They became 
itn almost happy with their lot. Then... 

Not so, my friend 
...notso... 

You fell when the tide of the 
inland lake was at its highest, and 
survived. At this hour, the tide is 
low .. . and the evil one has 

into the great squareona - / The doors opened 
stabbing tail of flame . fo Sra ...and the 

j é j Emperor of the 
Trigans set foot 
on Bolus! 

A 
oxen, 

Uncle Trigo! . . we fae 
Z| might have known ae ate ». ‘ z 

a you d find us! Soon, they could retura to their beloved 
Elekton. It was the end of a great adventure. 

ORY OF THE TRIGAN EMPIRE BEGINS NEXT WEEK A NEW ST 


